An abundance analysis for 20 elements from Na to Eu is reported for 34 K giants from the Hyades supercluster and for 22 K giants from the Sirius supercluster. Observed giants were identified as highly probable members of their respective superclusters by 
INTRODUCTION
Stellar superclusters are overdensities in the (U, V, W ) space defined by Galactic motions where U , V and W are the radial, tangential and vertical stellar velocity component. Such an overdensity may be referred to also as a stellar moving group or a stellar stream. Modern identifications of kinematic over-densities in the Galactic disc began with Eggen (1958a,b,c) who suggested members of a moving group came from a dissolving open cluster (see Eggen 1996, and references therein) . With evidence accumulating that stars within an open cluster share a common chemical composition and age but stars within a stellar supercluster have a spread in composition and age, the perfect association of every supercluster with a dissolved open cluster is unlikely. Partial contamination from an open cluster remains a possibility. Origins of a supercluster now include the idea that ⋆ E-mail: ramyap09@gmail.com they may be composed of field stars given a common motion through dynamical perturbations arising from the Galaxy's spiral arms and/or the central bar (Antoja et al. 2010; Sellwood 2014) . Finally, a supercluster may result, as do many stellar streams in the Galactic halo, from the accretion and disruption of a satellite galaxy but this would seem to be a remote possibility because the superclusters generally share the rotation of the Galactic disc.
In our first paper on superclusters (Ramya et al. 2016) , we presented and discussed chemical compositions of giants identified with the Hercules stream by Famaey et al. (2005) . Here, we extend our work to giants of two other superclusters -the Hyades and Sirius superclusters. With the publication of trigonometrical parallaxes and proper motions from the Hipparcos satellite, the presence of stellar moving groups among local FGK dwarfs was rediscussed by several authors. Notably, Montes et al. (2001) reconsidered five young kinematic groups with ages spanning from just 20 Myr up to about 600 Myr. The two oldest of the five kinematic groups are the focus of this paper: the Hyades supercluster at 600 Myr and the Sirius supercluster at 300 Myr, also known as the Ursa Major group. The mean (U, Further advances and discussion of moving groups are to be anticipated with the astrometry from the Gaia satellite -see, for example, Kushniruk, Schirmer & Bensby (2017) . Wielen (1971) from the age distribution of open clusters within 1000 pc showed that 50% evaporated within 200 Myr, 10% have a lifetime longer than 500 Myr and only 2% survive for longer than 1000 Myr. Wielen's estimates suggest that significant evaporation may have occurred from the Hyades and U Ma open clusters: is this population now in their respective superclusters?
Our reexamination of the origins of the Hyades and Sirius superclusters is based on GK giants. An open cluster's contributions of dwarfs and giants to the population of a supercluster may differ substantially. For an open cluster the giants come from stars more massive than the cluster's present FGK dwarfs and the lifetime as a GK giant is much shorter than the lifetime of its main sequence progenitor and much shorter than the lifetime of the remaining FGK dwarfs. In addition, the initial mass function increases with decreasing mass and this further reduces the number of GK giants relative to the number of FGK dwarfs, as is evident from the scarcity of giants in open clusters. The corollary is that a search among a supercluster for evaporated stars from a parent open cluster may be more productive using main sequence stars than giant stars. This conclusion is subject to qualification on account of differing degrees of dilution of the two samples by 'field' giant and 'field' main sequence stars, respectively.
In this paper, we determine the chemical compositions for giant stars identified by Famaey et al. (2005) as belonging to the Hyades and the Sirius superclusters, compare their compositions with previously reported results for these clusters and superclusters and attempt to assess the contributions of the associated open clusters to the superclusters. Famaey et al. (2005) applied a maximum-likelihood method to kinematic data assembled from the Hipparcos catalogue in order to identify structures in the (U, V ) plane. Six structures were isolated. About 80% of the giants were placed within three structures: young giants with small velocity dispersions accounting for 10% of the total sample, highvelocity giants from the thick disc and the halo accounting for a further 11% and a smooth background in the (U, V ) space accounting for 60% of the Hipparcos sample. The remaining 20% of the sample was divided between three groups with roughly equal populations but distinctive motions: the Hyades-Pleiades supercluster with mean velocities (U, V, W ) = (−30.3, −20.3, −4.8) , the Sirius moving group with mean velocities (U, V, W ) = (+6.5, +4.0, −5.8) and the Hercules stream with (U, V, W ) = (−42.1, −51.6, −8.1). (All quoted velocities are heliocentric values in km s −1 .) Our present sample is drawn from those giants having a high probability of belonging to either the Hyades-Pleiades (here, the Hyades) supercluster or the Sirius supercluster (aka, the U Ma group). Our sample of giants from the Hercules stream was discussed previously (Ramya et al. 2016) .
THE SAMPLES
In order to relate the chosen giants to the young stellar kinematic groups isolated by Montes et al., Figure 1 shows the velocities of the individual giants selected by us from Famaey et al., the mean velocities of the Hyades supercluster and the Sirius supercluster from Famaey et al. and the mean velocities for the same kinematic groups from Montes et al.
The most recent wavelet analysis of supercluster locations in the (U, V ) plane from Gaia DR1 parallaxes, Tycho proper motions and RAVE radial velocities (Kushniruk, Schirmer & Bensby 2017) places the Hyades supercluster at (−44, −18) with an elongation of about 10 km s −1 in U . Kushniruk et al. note that previously published (U, V ) centroids for the supercluster range from their own to (−30, −15) by Antoja et al. (2012) and Bobylev & Bajkova (2016) . The mean velocity is approximately between the values given by Famaey et al. (2005) and Montes et al. (2001) in Figure 1 . The Sirius supercluster is spread out in U and V with the leading component at (0, 8) according to Kushniruk et al. but the consensus from earlier estimates compiled by these authors place the (U, V ) velocities close to the location given by Famaey et al. (2005) .
The two panels of Figure 1 Figure 1 that our Hyades sample is little contaminated by the Local Association (i.e., the Pleiades and other clusters) and the Castor moving group. Confusion with the IC 2391 group may arise when considering compositions. Famaey et al. (2005) give membership probabilities for a giant to belong to the Hyades and Sirius superclusters. Stars were selected by us if the probability of membership was greater than 70 per cent with additional constraints including the colour cut off V − I < 1.2 to avoid M stars and that a star be observable from the W.J. McDonald Observatory during the observing run. The final samples of giants with determined chemical composition include 34 from the Hyades supercluster and 22 from the Sirius supercluster. Their locations in the (U, V ) and (W, V ) planes are shown in Figure 1 with blue squares for the Hyades and green triangles for the Sirius supercluster stars. Galactic velocities (U,V,W) computed from Gaia astrometry provide distributions within essentially identical to those in Figure 1 which are provided from HIPPARCOS astrometry, that is stream membership is not materially affected by our (ie., Famaey et al.'s) choice of HIPPARCOS astrometry.
In addition to members of the superclusters, we observed giants γ, δ and ǫ Tau from the Hyades open cluster and giants HD 73598, 73665 and 73710 from the Praesepe open cluster. These stars are recognized in Figure 1 by orange circles for Hyades and orange diamonds for Praesepe giants. There are no giants recognized as belonging to the U Ma cluster.
OBSERVATIONS AND ABUNDANCE ANALYSIS
Stars in Table 1 for the Hyades supercluster and in Table 2 for the Sirius supercluster were observed with the Robert G.
Tull coudé spectrograph at the Harlan J. Smith 2.7 meter telescope at the W.J. McDonald Observatory (Tull et al. 1995) . Spectra cover the wavelength range 3800-10000Å but longward of 5800Å coverage is incomplete because the free spectral range of the echelle exceeds the width of the CCD. The spectral resolving power is about 60000 and the signalto-noise ratio of a typical spectrum is 100 or more over much of the spectrum. Wavelength calibration was provided by observation of a Th-Ar hollow cathode lamp. All reductions were carried out with the software package Image Reduction and Analysis Facility (IRAF).
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Conversion of spectra to elemental abundances followed the procedures described in our paper on the Hercules stream (Ramya et al. 2016) . Model stellar atmospheres are taken from the Kurucz (1998) grid.
2 The line list is an expanded version of that given by Ramya et al. (2016) . The 2016 list was extended by adding Fe I and Fe ii lines and now includes heavy elements based on the line selection adopted by Reddy, Giridhar & Lambert (2012 . The equivalent width of these lines are measured manually from the spectrum and the abundances are calculated from individual lines using the 2014 version of the LTE spectral line analysis code MOOG (Sneden 1973) force-fitting the abundances to match the equivalent widths. Hyperfine corrections are applied for the elements Sc, V, Mn, Co, Ba and Eu using the blends driver of MOOG. Table 3 lists the selected lines including their solar equivalent widths and the corresponding solar abundance. This Table also gives the mean solar elemental abundance, the mean solar abundance recommended by Asplund et al. (2009) and the (small) difference between the latter recommendation and the mean abundance from our selected lines. The five additional elements Y to Eu were added as tracers of neutron capture synthesis which are not included among the lighter elements considered in our previous paper on the Hercules stream. Addition of the five was in large part stimulated by our paper 'Prospecting for chemical tags among open clusters' . The Y ii 5289.81Å and Nd ii 4989.92Å lines give systematically lower abundances at lower temperatures and, hence, are not considered in determining mean abundances for giants with effective temperatures cooler than 4700 K.
Model atmosphere parameters -effective temperature T eff , surface gravity log g, microturbulence ξt and metallicity [M/H] -are estimated in the customary fashion from the Fe i and Fe ii lines. Results are provided in Tables 1 and 2 for the two superclusters. Uncertainties are estimated to be ∆T eff = ±50 K, ∆ log g = ±0.2 dex, ∆ξt = ±0.2 km s −1 and ∆ [M/H] = ±0.1 dex (see Ramya et al. 2016 ).
Photometry, as described by Ramya et al. (2016) , provides a check on the spectroscopic parameters. Effective temperatures are obtained from the (V − K) colour with uncertainties estimated to be ±40 K. The mean difference between the spectroscopic and photometric temperature is −49 ± 141 K and +56 ± 48 K for the Hyades and Sirius superclusters, respectively. Surface gravities were obtained through the web interface for the PARAM code 3 using the PARSEC isochrones (Bressan et al. 2012) , as described by Ramya et al. (2016) . Surface gravities from the PARAM code differ slightly from spectroscopic values: the mean difference is 0.02±0.09 dex and +0.04±0.08 dex for the Hyades and Sirius superclusters, respectively.
With the spectroscopic atmospheric parameters, elemental abundances were estimated for all entries in the line list. Differential abundances [El/H] are estimated using the solar abundances from Asplund et al. (2009) and Tables 1 and 2 .
THE SUPERCLUSTERS' ORIGINS?
Proposals regarding a supercluster's origins are open to test through comparisons of compositions and ages for supercluster members and stars from the putative related open clusters. If a supercluster is dominated by stars from an open cluster, there will be a clear uniformity for both composition and age between cluster and supercluster. If a supercluster is generated primarily by dynamical perturbations provided to field stars by the Galaxy's spiral arms and central bar, the supercluster's stars will exhibit the spread in composition and age expected of field stars across the Galactocentric distances at which the perturbations are capable of directing stars to the solar neighbourhood. Given the presence of abundance gradients in the Galaxy, superclusters composed of stars from different Galactocentric distances are expected to have a range of metallicities and, if abundance gradients differ for different elements, stars in a supercluster may be expected to have different abundance ratios. Additionally, the (U, V, W ) space occupied by a supercluster and its possibly related open clusters may be populated also by stars unrelated to either stellar grouping. Some of these 'field' stars will be then mistakenly assigned to the supercluster. Observational errors in (U, V, W ) can serve a similar role. Our pursuit of the superclusters' origins begins with discussions of compositions of giants studied by us from Famaey et al.'s (2005) In short, very few of the giants in our selection of stars attributed by Famaey et al. to the Hyades and Sirius superclusters and analyzed here can be identified as originating from an associated open cluster. Thus, the giants of these superclusters owe their origin to either perturbations exercised on residents of the Galactic thin disc and/or contamination of the supercluster by unrelated field stars thanks to measurement errors and possibly too generous criteria for (U, V, W ). In these circumstances, it is of interest to com-pare the compositions of the giants in the two superclusters with compositions of field giants.
Several large studies of field giants are available for consideration, e.g., Luck & Heiter (2007) , Mishenina et al. (2007 Mishenina et al. ( , 2013 and Luck (2015) . Inspection of plots of abundance ratios [El/Fe] The answer to the first of the three questions is that the giants of the two superclusters define a single relation for each [El/Fe] to within the typical standard deviation of about ±0.06. There is a hint that the El/Fe] for heavy elements Y to Nd that [El/Fe] for the Sirius supercluster are marginally greater than for the Hyades supercluster but this is not the case for Eu, the quintessential r-process element.
Our second question concerns the relation between the two superclusters and the sample of open clusters where the latter are systematically metal-poor relative to the average giant of the superclusters. Inspection of Table 11 suggests the open clusters are slightly underabundant in Zn, overabundant in Zr, and underabundant in La and Nd relative to the sample from the two superclusters but the differences are comparable to the standard deviations. Among the sample of open clusters, there is a spread in s-process heavy element abundances at a given [Fe/H]. attribute the spread to different degrees of contamination of a cluster's natal cloud by s-process products from AGB stars. A similar spread may be present among giants from the Sirius but not the Hyades supercluster.
The third question involves the comparison between the supercluster giants at [Fe/H] = 0.0 and the solar composition. For almost all elements, the mean [El/Fe] at [Fe/H] = 0.0 from giants in the two superclusters are within ±0.10 dex corresponding to differences expected from the measurement errors and for 10 of the 14 elements the difference is within ±0.05 dex (see Table 11 ). One obvious exception in Table  11 is Na but the overabundance of Na in giants from the supercluster (and the sample of open clusters) is simply the result of the first dredge-up increasing the Na abundance in the stellar atmosphere (Karakas & Lattanzio (2014) . Other exceptions include Y (marginally), Ba (marginally), La and Nd at about 0.2 dex and Eu at about 0.15 dex. Comparisons with solar abundances necessarily incorporate possible systematic errors included in analyses of giant stars including non-LTE effects and the neglect of stellar spots and granulation.
The answers to the three questions suggest that the supercluster's giants are drawn from the Galactic disc rather than their associated open clusters with distinctive compositions, i.e., distinguishing sets of chemical tags. This conclusion affirms the interpretations reached above from the spread in [Fe/H] and the ages of the supercluster giants. Given that the samples of supercluster giants may be contaminated by field giants unrelated to the supercluster with its particular (U, V, W ), the detailed compositions of giant members of the superclusters seem unlikely to be powerful clues to a supercluster's origin. Perhaps, more information may be provided by detailed analyses of main sequence members of the Hyades and the Sirius superclusters.
OTHER ANALYSES OF THE HYADES AND SIRIUS SUPERCLUSTERS
In the following, we review published results on the compositions of stars in the two superclusters and compare these results with our own as we attempt to determine contamination of the superclusters by evaporation from associated open clusters.
The Hyades supercluster
The composition of stars comprising the Hyades supercluster and their relation to the Hyades open cluster has been discussed previously by De Silva et al. (2011 ), Pompéia et al. (2011 and Tabernero et al. (2012 (Paulson et al. 2003; De Silva et al. 2006) . Remarkably, Liu et al. (2016) report that the cluster is 'chemically inhomogeneous' at the 0.02 dex level from analyses of 19 elements from C to Ba. Even the 0.04 dex limit on inhomogeneities is a minor issue relative to the spread in compositions among supercluster members. Famaey, Siebert & Jorissen (2008) showed that the spread in ages for the Hyades (and Sirius) supercluster main sequence members arise primarily from dynamical perturbations acting on field disc stars. This result is supported by our sample: just seven of the Hyades supercluster giants in Table 1 have ages of 0.6-0.7 Gyr overlapping with the estimates for the open cluster giants. Of this septet, only one and, perhaps, two have the composition of the Hyades and Praesepe clusters.
In an investigation similar to ours, De Silva et al. (2011) conducted an abundance analysis of 20 giants with mean velocities of the Hyades cluster and with an age consistent with that of the cluster. Just four of the 20 stars had the metallicity of the Hyades cluster. De Silva et al. concluded that the quartet "are likely to be former members of the Hyades open cluster" but this is possibly an overestimate because the compositions (i.e., [El/Fe] ) of the quartet were not shown to be distinctly different from that of the other (field) giants in their sample. Pompéia et al. (2011) analysed 21 main sequence stars drawn from the Geneva-Copenhagen Survey (Nordström et al. 2004 ) with (U, V, W ) velocities representative of the Hyades supercluster. Spectra were also obtained and analysed for five certain and four possible main sequence members of the Hyades open cluster. Abundances were obtained for Li, Na, Mg, Fe, Zr, Ba, La, Ce, Nd and Eu. The authors' adoption of Li as 'an efficient population tagger' was based on the observation that the lithium abundance along the Hyades main sequence is a well-defined function of effective temperature and, importantly, the Hyades Li relation evolves with age with Li depletion being more rapid the lower the mass of the main sequence star. The Li relation for the Hyades (which is identical to that of the Praesepe) is taken from Cummings et al. (2017) These broader considerations indeed show that the two evaporated candidates among the supercluster members share the abundances of the Hyades cluster members. Especially interesting in this regard is the range in heavy element abundances among Pompéa et al.'s main sequence stars. There is a clear tendency, for example, for [La/Fe] to decline with increasing [Fe/H] . This pattern is repeated for other heavy elements including for Eu, the quintessential rprocess element. Such a trend is now well established from many studies of main sequence stars in the solar neighbourhood (see, e.g., Battistini & Bensby (2016) Figure 3 and Figure  7 ). This result may confirm that all the main sequence stars have a similar age. However, lithium depletion is not particularly rapid. Bubar & King (2010) present Li-T eff plots for the Pleiades, Hyades, NGC 752 and M 67. At 6000 K, for example, the Li abundance in the Hyades main sequence members is 2.8 at the age of 625 Myr and has dropped to only 2.6 in NGC 752 at the age of 2.5 Gyr and to 2.4 in M 67 at the age of 5 Gyr. Thus, lithium is not an especially precise chronometer.
In summary, Tabernero et al.'s selection of Hyades supercluster main sequence candidates may include stars evaporated from the Hyades and Praesepe open clusters. But the adopted [Fe/H] window seems too relaxed to ensure that only stars from the chemically homogeneous Hyades (and Praesepe) clusters are securely identified in the absence of chemical tags distinguishing cluster from field stars. The Li abundances suffice to eliminate a couple of stars within the adopted [Fe/H] range as older than the Hyades cluster. Tighter (U, V, W ) criteria should be helpful in identifying evaporated stars within the supercluster.
The Sirius supercluster and the U Ma cluster
The Sirius supercluster with kinematic brethren across the sky is associated with "a compact nucleus, similar in size to an ordinary loose galactic cluster" (Roman 1949) in the U Ma constellation. Main sequence stars have been identified with the nucleus (i.e., the U Ma open cluster) -see Roman (1949, Tables 11 and 14) , Soderblom & Mayor (1993 , Table  6 ) and King et al. (2003, Table 5 ). Recent abundance analyses of stars in the U Ma nucleus show a near-solar metallicity, e.g., Monier (2005) In the (U, V ) plane, the sample is centered within a few km s −1 of the mean (U, V ) of the nucleus at (+13.9 ± 0.6, +2.9 ± 0.9) with just a couple of outliers. The Li abundances as a function of effective temperature followed the expected relation for a population of stars having the age of the U Ma nucleus. In addition, the selected member stars fell on the predicted isochrone in a colour-magnitude diagram. Since these supercluster members and the U Ma cluster have the same metallicity, an impression is given that the supercluster and open cluster are intimately related.
Ammler-von Eiff & Guenther (2009) compiled a list of supercluster members from primarily kinematic assessments, particularly those by Montes et al. (2001) and King et al. (2003) . Iron and magnesium abundances were obtained from high-resolution spectra for 17 solar-like stars, four in the nucleus and thirteen in the supercluster. Selected stars were tightly clustered around the (U, V ) velocities of the nucleus, say within ±2 km s −1 of the centroid (+13, +3). In principle, the chemical compositions of supercluster members may test the idea that stars evaporated from associated open clusters reside in a supercluster. If the idea is strictly valid, stars in the open cluster and supercluster will be coeval and the composition of stars belonging to the cluster and supercluster will be identical. (Given that systematic errors may afflict abundance analyses, the test is most securely applied to stars of the same type in the cluster and the supercluster analysed in the same way.) The test relies on two assumptions: (i) stars presently in and those evaporated from the parent cluster have identical compositions and ages and (ii) the open cluster has distinctive chemical tags enabling its stars to be distinguished from other potential contributors or contaminants to the supercluster. Relevant to (i) are observations that open clusters are chemically homogeneous to about 0.04 dex for all elements other than Li. In the case of main sequence stars, lithium may serve as a chemical tag, as was applied by Pompéia et al. (2011) to a sample of Hyades supercluster candidates (see their Figure 11 ). Of course, this lithium test does not apply to giant stars. (The statement about chemical homogeneity of a cluster requires obvious qualifiers excluding such stars as the peculiar A and F main sequence stars.) With respect to (ii), possible contributors are field stars from elsewhere in the Galactic disc. Uncertainties in stellar distances, radial velocities and proper motions disperse stars in the (U, V, W ) space and may result in accidental mixing of stars into the supercluster from the associated open cluster and the population of field stars. In a sample of giants attributed to a supercluster, the fraction of stars evaporated from the associated open cluster is more likely to be diluted by field stars than a sample of main sequence stars. To refine further our understanding of the origins of the Hyades and Sirius superclusters will call for tighter definitions of the (U, V, W ) velocities of these superclusters and their fine structure -see Kushniruk et al.'s (2018) discussion based on Gaia's astrometric data and RAVE's radial velocities (and other measurements). Determination of chemical compositions with a focus on high precision should pay particular attention to the heavy elements (say Y to Eu) and to Li. With trigonometrical parallaxes from Gaia and stellar evolutionary tracks it may be possible to invoke age as an important parallel indicator for many more main sequence stars than at present. Refinement of a supercluster's stars with regards to membership, kinematics, detailed composition and ages should aid in determining the supercluster's origin and whether certain open clusters have contributed to the supercluster.
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